Some of us do you Android devices but we are not getting the best out of them. This is
because we never know some of the codes that we need to know in order to get the best out
of our Android device.
In this article, I want to show us some of the codes that will allow you to have total control
over your Android phones. Some of these shortcodes for Android phones users will allow you
to grab your IMEI numbers and track your Android phones when it gets lost. You can also
track your phones and repair them without taking them to your technician again.
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*#06#-Android phones users can use this shortcode to get your IMEI number. This is the
unique production number given to your phone from the factory. You may need this number
when you need to track your lost phone or prove the identity of your phone.
the*#0*#-Enter the service menu
*#*#4636#*#*-Android phones users can use this shortcode to get basic pshone
information, usage statistics and battery
*#*#34971539#*#*-Detailed camera information
*#*#273282*255*663282*#*#*-Immediate backup of all media ﬁles
*#*#197328640#*#*-Enable test mode for service
*#*#232339#*#*-Wireless LAN tests
*#*#0842#*#*-Backlight/vibration test
*#*#2664#*#*– You can use this shortcode as well when you need to test the touch screen
whether it is working or not.
*#*#1111#*#*-FTA software version (1234 in the same code will give PDA and Firmware
version)
*#12580*369#-Software and hardware info
*#9090#-Diagnostic conﬁguration
*#872564#-USB logging control
*#9900#-System dump mode
*#301279#-HSDPA/HSUPA Control Menu
*#7465625#-You may also need this shortcode when you need to view phone lock status
*#*#7780#*#*– You will use this amazing shotcode when you need to reset the/data
partition to factory state.
*2767*3855#-Format device to factory state (will delete everything on the phone)
##7764726-Hidden service
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